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EMX 250 and 300 at Orlyonok (Russia)

The Russian circuit of Orlyonok has hosted the furthest East round of the European
Motocross World Championships. Beautiful weather joined with the Eastern bea-
ches of the Black Sea for unpredictable racing action this week.
Prior to the opening races of the FIM Motocross World Championship classes of
MXGP and MX2 FIM Europe Motocross Championship classes of EMX250 and EMX300
presented by FMF Racing completed their second races today. ASTES4-TESAR Ya-
maha’s Nicholas Lapucci and Verde Substance KTM’s Brad Anderson showed both
speed and consistency on the way to taking their first EMX victories this year.

EMX250
Race 1 of EMX250 was full of action right from the start with Jeremy Sydow leading
Honda Redmoto Assomotor’s Mathys Boisrame, KTM Silver Action’s Gianluca Fac-
chetti, and Carglass Honda Racing’s Steven Clarke but all 4 crashed in the opening
laps.
The championship points leader coming into Russia, REVO Husqvarna UK’s Mel Po-
cock, had a collision with BUD Racing Kawasaki’s Pierre Goupillon sending both ri-
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ders down, Pocock was later disqualified from Race 1 due to unsportsmanlike beha-
vior after the incident.
Tom Vialle used the mistakes of the fast starters to win in dominant fashion leading
every official lap. Giuseppe Tropepe took over 2nd from Tomass Sileika on lap 3 and
stayed in the same position the remainder of the race.
ASTES4-TESAR Yamaha’s Nicholas Lapucci (photo2) started in 9th position but by lap
6 the Italian made his way into 3rd. The #53, Team Diga Procross’ Dylan Walsh, fol-
lowed Lapucci through the field and battled with REVO Husqvarna UK’s Martin Barr
on the final laps to take 4th over Barr’s 5th.

Race 2 was led early by Walsh from New Zealand but Great Britain’s Steven Clarke
chased the Kiwi down and made a pass for the lead stick on lap 8. Running in 3rd
the first half of the race was Pocock before Lapucci found a way by on lap 11.
With 2 laps remaining Lapucci made a pass on Walsh for second and on the final lap
of 17 Yamaha SM Action’s Maxime Renaux took another position from Walsh to finish
3rd. In the overall standings Nicolas Lapucci took his career first EMX250 win with
Clarke 2nd (photo 3) and Walsh 3rd. Martin Barr claims the championship leaders
red plate ahead of Walsh while Pocock dropped to 3rd.

EMX 300 
In EMX300 presented by FMF Racing on Monday’s Race 1 A1M’s Andero Lusbo took
the lead from the first lap and stayed in the premier position each of the 17 remai-
ning. Behind Lusbo was GL12 Racing’s Mike Kras until lap 7 when defending champion
Brad Anderson (photo 4), on his Verde Substance KTM, took the position.
Vaclav Kovar from the Czech Republic started 4th but moved around Kras at the
same time as Anderson and then continued forward to pass Anderson 4 laps later.
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Kras later dropped
another position be-
fore the finish to Erik
Willems from Belgium.
Fellow Belgian Greg
Smets who came to
Russia second in the
standings was unable
to start race 1, and
scored zero points.

Today’s Race 2 was
exactly what Verde
Substance KTM’s Brad
Anderson was looking
for when he took the
lead early and lead every lap of the race ahead of his 2017 championship rival, Mike
Kras. Vaclav Kovar again moved forward from a subpar start and this time finished
3rd.
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Race 1 winner Andero Lusbo ran 4th the majority of the race through to the fi-
nish. In the overall classification Brad Anderson took his first win of the 2018
season over Lusbo and Kovar. Mike Kras finished 4th overall but still maintains
the red plate and leads the championship before over Anderson as the series
heads to Great Britain.

Full results on FIM Europe website: http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/512

All photos ©Youthstream

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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